Encounter 1
“The heroes begin locked in a jail cell on the third floor of a sprawling Guanxi magisterial complex.
They are sentenced to be executed in the morning. In a choking whir of crashing and sizzling, the
wall of their cell collapses. The heroes run out onto the adjoining roof and take in the mayhem!
The city is engulfed in flames, and a 14’ golem of fire is thrashing about next to the building they
find themselves atop. Out of the smoke rise terrible little goblins of ash and flame. They pounce!”
Themes: It Is A Good Day To Die, Monster Mayhem!, Against All Odds, Some Like it Hot
Conditions: And The Flames Went Higher and Higher, Split-Level Fighting
Obstacles: Eshu Gondo (begin facedown; he is up in a bell tower and will become visible only if
players “look around” or “investigate” or the like), Fire Golem, Ember Goblins.

Encounter 2
“In the morning, you leave the city behind. In darkness, you come upon a toppled wagon filled
with screaming children. A cohort of Andhuran soldiers stand around annoyed while a crew of
slavers are attempting to fix the wagon. The soldiers have recently been stranded by their ship,
rescued by local slaving outfit, and given the vulgar task of babysitting this particular unit. ”
Themes: Tense Relationships, Humans vs. Nature, (two related to how the last Scene went)
Conditions: High Grasses, Low Road; The Cover of Darkness
Obstacles: Andhuran Soldiers, Andhuran Slavers, Field Lion (This Tile begins facedown; take
Moves in secret and flip the card over when the Lion gains 4 DT), Guanxi Soldiers (This tile
begins facedown; Take Moves in secret and flip over when the Patrol reaches 3DT).
b The Lion will attack at random.
b Players can come up with objectives (Abstract Obstacles) to reason with the Andhurans, free
the slaves, attempt to flee, etc.
b The Guanxi Patrol is coming to arrest the heroes (since they are escaped Guanxi prisoners) and
will side with the Andhurans in the fight if need be.

Encounter 3
“Weeks later, hired to retrieve a powerful artifact from the deepest bowels of an abandoned
tomb, your party comes to the final chamber. A sword rises from the warm ground, its blade
stuck deep in the rock. As soon as the artifact is touched, a crackling sound erupts from just
above the blade. As though reality itself is torn in two, a demon materializes in the room. Frozen
to its core, the demon inhales all the room’s humidity and exhales shards of ice. In moments the
entire room is covered in frost. The demon draws the sword from the ground and snarls. From
two hidden chambers, the Gulverines emerge.”
Themes: The Light Shines Brightest When..., Clashing Realities, Altered States, (one additional
Theme set by the result of the last Scene)
Conditions: Flash Frozen Tomb
Obstacles: Ice Demon, Gulverines, Kanadaka, Servant of the Sword (Optional).
b Kanadaka can only take Moves on its turn. When the Demon holds Kanadaka, it can use the
Traits of the sword during its own Attacks that use the weapon. Players can Attack Kanadaka
directly to disarm the sword by dealing [2].
b The Servant makes only Moves on its turn, and is just a buff for Kanadaka. It can be affected
by creative magical conditions.

